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Editorial 

 

I sometimes ask members of the Group to write an article for a 

future edition. I don’t do this lightly, as I have found that doing it is 

akin to having teeth removed without the benefit of anaesthetic 

(mine that is). I recently approached Alan Hughes, well I stood on 
his foot so he couldn’t escape and asked him to write me an article 

about the work that he and the Malvern Hills Geology working group 

are undertaking. And to my delight he agreed fairly readily. The 

result follows and is a very interesting read. 

 

The members of the Group are clearly very enthusiastic and are 

working hard to achieve the project’s ambitious aims. They deserve 

our support in this very worthwhile endeavour. I commend to you 

Alan’s appeal for help and his contact details are at the end of the 

article. 

 

Alan writes 
 

It was early summer last year and I was on the Worcestershire 

Beacon ridge with Dave Bullard deciding on the routes for the field 

trips that were to accompany the 3 day, Malvern geology course he 

planned for June that year. 

          .  



Dave was navigating using the field survey maps he drew up in the 

1970s when working on his PhD thesis. They are very large scale 

maps (25in to the mile) hand coloured in and covered in notes. It 

started to spit with rain. I said, “You’ll need fresh copies of those 

maps if we’re out here much longer”. “These are the original maps” 

he replied, “There are no copies” 
 

 

At that moment the Malvern Hills Geology project was born. I 

realised that all the material supporting his thesis could vanish 

overnight. His rock samples had already disappeared thanks to a 

Nottingham university clear-out. What would be next? 

 

             
 

So, since last autumn, a working group comprising members from 

the U3A geology group has been busy finding, indexing, filing, 

copying, digitising and protecting all the records, notebooks, maps, 

photographs and anything else we can find associated with Dave’s 

thesis. Our aim is to create a knowledge base which will be freely 

available to all, in hard copy format and via a website. We want 

anyone researching the geology of the Malvern Hills to have a 
resource base immediately to hand. We plan to extend this website 

to include either copies of papers relevant to Malvern geology or 

links to those papers so the knowledge base is a ‘one stop’ Malvern 

geology site. The idea is that it will be a legacy that can be added to 

easily  

 

We have, of course, suffered ‘project creep’ and extended ourselves 

to republishing ‘Malvern Hills: a student guide to the geology of the 

Malverns’ with revisions. Also, there are four unpublished walks with 



two more in the works which we shall publish, again with revisions, 

in leaflet format, website access and a mobile app. 

In the future we will probably extend our remit to cover the whole 

of the Malvern AONB. 

 

               .  
 

 

Part of the project envisages an interactive map based on a GIS 

application (Geographic information system) which allows you to 

layer anything with a geographical co-ordinate on to a map of the 

Malverns that will show the geology, walk routes, quarries, springs, 

rock exposures, spouts, photographs and the like. Some botanical 

in format ion re levant  t o geo logy  wi l l  be  inc luded too. 

We are also collecting histories of the Malvern quarries, hopefully 

with aural records of anecdotes.   

 

We intend to produce videos starring local geologists explaining 

points of geological interest on the hills. All this will be accessed 
from a GIS map and a website. 

 

We hope to collect and exhibit a comprehensive rock sample 

collection from the area. I was surprised to discover that there are 

very few collections in existence whose samples have known 

provenance. We have an agreed location to exhibit samples and 

recently Malvern College have kindly given us access to their local 

fossil collection and the U3A fossil group may work on this with a 

view to public display in the future. 

 

Clearly, we cannot operate in isolation. The project is being run in 

association with the Herefordshire and Worcestershire Earth 
Heritage Trust and there has been interest from the Malvern AONB, 

the Malvern Hills Trustees and many individuals not least Dave 

Bullard. I have been delighted by the enthusiasm shown by the 

working group members to the point that I struggle to keep up with 

all that they are doing. So many thanks to everyone. 



 

Naturally this is costing money. U3A geology group steering 

committee has very generously defrayed our expenses so far but 

serious money will be needed and we are preparing a project plan 

to support our applications for funding from other sources. 

 
I hope you now have an idea of what the project is all about. If you 

think you have skills that could be useful to the project or know of 

sources of information we may have missed, especially people with 

quarry stories, please contact me. 

 

                Alan Hughes     amhmerlyn@gmail.com 

 

Very Old hills and now very old fossils 

 

         
 

The geological significance of this view is contained in the rocks on 

the right hand side of the picture, for they are no less than the 

famous Burgess Shales in Yoho National Park, British Columbia, 

Canada. It is famous for the exceptional preservation of the soft 

parts of its fossils. At around 508 million years old, it is one of the 

earliest fossil beds containing soft-part imprints. It is only very 

rarely, conditions for preservation are so good that these delicate 

features are preserved. Only about twenty different species of 

trilobites have been found with preservation of antennae and limbs. 

So, some of the Burgess Shale trilobites notably Olenoides serratus, 
show antennae, limbs, and anal cerci, as shown in this double 

specimen.  
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And just in case, like me, you were wondering what on earth anal 

cerci are, well here is a close up from a different species that tells 

all, or well most of it. 

                            

 
 

But recently a “mind-blowing” haul of fossils that captures the riot 

of evolution that kick-started the diversity of life on Earth more than 

half a billion years ago has been discovered by researchers in China. 

At 518 MYA they are slightly older than the Burgess Shales but were 

laid down in the same Cambrian explosion of life. 



Palaeontologists found thousands of fossils in rocks on the bank of 

the Danshui river in Hubei province in southern China, where 

primitive forms of jellyfish, sponges, algae, anemones, worms and 

arthropods with thin whip-like feelers were entombed in an ancient 

underwater mudslide. The slide consisted of very fine sediment and 

this rapidly excluded oxygen and so led to this superb preservation. 

The creatures are so well preserved in the fossils that the soft 

tissues of their bodies, including the muscles, guts, eyes, gills, 

mouths and other openings are all still visible. The 4,351 separate 

fossils excavated so far represent 101 species, 53 of them new. 

                

 
Canary Islands geology 

 

This island arc, recently visited by some of our Group, was brought 

into existence by a mixture of a hot spot and plate tectonics. As the 

Atlantic Ocean started to open and the Pangean super continent 

began to break up, a hot spot became active in the area off what is 

now Morocco. This sometimes caused relatively short lived undersea 

eruptions that produce what we term sea mounts. These eruptions 

were not major events and the erupted material did not break the 

surface. Some were more active and produced short lived, low lying 

islands that were rapidly eroded, an example being the Salvagem 

Islands (you can find them using Google Earth). 

 
The position of the hot spot is thought to be relatively stable but the 

plate above it is moving, maybe only a few centimetres a year, but 

over geological times scales that becomes hundreds of kilometres. 

The direction of migration of plates can change and this influences 

where eruptions occur. For some reason or a combination of 

reasons the next series of eruptions caused by the hot spot were 

much bigger events and resulted in the eruption of thousands of 

cubic kilometres of basaltic lavas that built up substantial volcanoes 



that broke the sea surface and are still with us today. The process 

continues today and the islands of La Palma and El Hierro, the most 

westerly of the Canarian group, have both experienced eruptions 

within recent history. But even here the eruptions are not always 

major island-building events; witness this recently formed sea 

mount off El Hierro: 
 

            
 

The divers are part of an investigation into the development of 

ecosystems on the barren rock surfaces. 

 

Rock of the month 

 

                
 

If you are a keen mineral collector, or just like jewellery, you will 

probably recognise this blue rock to be Tanzanite. 

 



For the chemists, it is calcium aluminium hydroxyl sorosilicate or 

           (Ca2Al3(SiO4)(Si2O7)O(OH)) + repeating units 

 

And now for something completely different or the geological 

timescale as you have never experienced it before 

 
Please ensure that your speakers are working……… 

   

https://www.facebook.com/Geology.aroundtheworld/videos/244746

5611983785/    

 

Editorial contact 

 

    geoffrey.carver@btinternet.com  
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